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Teclast T40S Gray 10.4" Tablet
The Teclast T40S tablet is a versatile device that combines advanced technology with an elegant, minimalist design. Ideal for users who
appreciate  high-quality  visuals,  performance,  and functionality,  the  T40S offers  a  fully  laminated 2K display,  versatile  display  options,
expandable RAM, a large battery, a powerful processor, and robust privacy protection with Android 12. It's a device that serves as both a
productivity tool and an entertainment hub.
 
High-Resolution Display
The  Teclast  T40S  tablet  features  an  impressive  10.4-inch  2K  display  that  delivers  unmatched  image  quality  and  a  wide  178°  viewing
angle.  The  display  utilizes  T-Color  2.0  technology,  ensuring  vibrant  and  precise  colors.  Additionally,  various  display  modes  such  as
reading mode, dark mode, and eye protection mode enhance usability in different conditions.
 
High Performance and Memory
The T40S offers 8GB of LPDD4X RAM, expandable up to 16GB, crucial for smooth multitasking and rapid data processing. Powered by the
MediaTek MT8183 processor with eight cores, this tablet delivers high performance in both gaming and multitasking scenarios.
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The tablet is equipped with two cameras: a 5MP front camera and a 13MP rear camera with flash. Both cameras allow for clear photos
and video recording, as well as offering various photographic features to enhance user creativity.
 
Audio and Communication
The Teclast T40S utilizes an innovative SWEET III audio system with an intelligent amplifier, providing clear and loud sound. A dual-array
of digital microphones ensures clear voice calls and sound recording. The tablet also supports three navigation connectivity modes (GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo) for accurate location services.
 
Privacy and User Protection
Running on Android 12, the T40S places special emphasis on user privacy and security. App control, photo protection, video protection,
and clipboard content protection are essential aspects that make this tablet a secure choice for those who value their privacy.
 
Additional Benefits
The  tablet  also  features  split-screen  functionality,  Bluetooth  5.0,  dual-band  Wi-Fi  (2.4G  +  5G),  and  its  elegant  and  durable  metal
construction with rounded corners. Its lightweight (475g) and slim profile (8mm) enhance mobility, while the 6000mAh battery capacity
ensures long-lasting use. The option to use an additional keyboard further enhances the device's versatility, making the T40S a versatile
tablet for both work and entertainment.
 
 
Software Android 12 RAM 8GB LPDD4XInternal Storage 128GB UFS2.1  Display10.4 inches, wide-angle IPS, 2000 x 1200, fully laminated
TDDI, 255 PPI, 120Hz Battery Capacity 6000mAh Processor MediaTek MT8183, four A73 cores, four A53 cores  Graphics Card Mali-G72
MP3Front  Camera  5MP  Rear  Camera  13MP  Bluetooth  Yes,  version  5.0  Wi-Fi  Yes,  2.4G  +  5GSpeakers  SWEET  III,   4-directional  digital
amplifierMicroSD Slot YesWeight 475g Thickness 8mm 

Preço:

€ 179.00

Acessórios para computadores, Tablets
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